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Employment. Prague had the highest employment drop in the 2011-2016 

period among the five Bohemian regions and the set of manufacturing occu-

pations covered by this report, with Manufacturing plant managers number 

falling by 26%. (but Mechanical engineering technicians number went up by 

73%). Year-on-year in Prague in 2016, Research and development managers 

recorded a decrease by 10.62%, while in other regions, the number of the 

positions stagnated. 

Employment. Central Bohemian region recorded the largest employment 

increase in the 2011-2016 period, among the manufacturing positions ob-

served, with Research and development managers number growing by 50% 

and Lifting truck operators by 67%. Year-on-year in 2016, Stationary plant 

and machine operators, Lifting truck operators and Industrial and production 

engineers positions rose by 15-16%. The employment of Metal, machinery 

and related trades workers decreased by 10% y-o-y. 

Employment. Plzeňský region doubled the employment of Research and 

development managers and Manufacturing labourers not elsewhere classi-

fied in the 2011-2016 period. Year-on-year, Industrial and production en-

gineers number rose by over 28%. 

Employment. In the South Bohemian region, employment of Mechanical 

engineering technicians and Manufacturing supervisors increased by more 

than 50% in the 2011-2016 period. Mechanical engineers, Assemblers and 

Lifting truck operators recorded the highest year-on-year growth of 25-33%. 

Employment. The Ústecký region experienced a drop by 20% in employ-

ment of Manufacturing plant managers and Mechanical engineers in the 

2011-2016 period. Lifting truck operators and Manufacturing supervisors 

recorded the highest increase in number in the period (64% and 33%, re-

spectively).  Year-on-year, Mechanical engineers and Production clerks grew 

by around 33%. 

Wages. In the 2011-2016 period, median wages in the South Bohemian re-

gion recorded the highest growth among the five regions and occupations 

covered by this report, ranging from 11.64% (Mechanical engineering tech-

nicians) to 68.84% (Manufacturing plant managers).  

Wages. Median wage of Manufacturing labourers not elsewhere classified in 

the Prague region doubled in the 2011-2016 period, while Mechanical engi-

neers’ median wage grew by 3.5%.   

Wages. Prague was also the only region among the five regions where y-o-

y median wage of Research and development managers recorded negative 

growth (-3.13%). In all other regions, median wages of R&D managers grew 

by 0.07% (Central Bohemia) to 8.28% (South Bohemia). 

In the 2011-2016 period, Lifting truck operators‘ employment rose sharply in 

most of the regions covered by this report; in Central Bohemia (by 67%),  

Ústecký region (an increase by 64%, median wage growth by 35%), Prague 

(47%) and South Bohemia (45.8%, median wage growth by 55%), and 28% in 

the Plzeňský region.  
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czech workforce: report seven 

Employment and median wage by occu-

pation in Manufacturing 

In the South Bohemian region, the number of Mechanical engineering technicians and Manufacturing supervisors increased 

by more than 50% in the period. In the Ústecký region, employment of Lifting truck operators grew by 64%, followed by Ma-

nufacturing Supervisors (33.33%), while Manufacturing plant managers and Mechanical engineers fell by 20%. In the Prague 

region, Mechanical engineering technicians recorded the highest employment  growth (73.08%) in the 2011-2016 period, 

unlike Production and Stock clerks (- 60.69% and -20%, respectively), Manufacturing plant managers (-26.32%) or Stationary 

Plant and Machine Operators (-23.68%). 

Manufacturing Workforce: Employment, 2011-2016, Prague, Central Bohemian, South Bohemian, 

Plzeňský and Ústecký regions 

In the 2011-2016 period, among the five Bohemian regions covered by this report, the Central Bohemian region recorded 

generally the highest employment growth in occupations surveyed, including Research and development managers (growth 

by 50%), Manufacturing plant managers (22%), Mechanical engineers (41.94%), Production clerks (41.16%), Lifting truck op-

erators (67.05%), Manufacturing labourers not elsewhere classified (63.89%) or Assemblers (26.45%). In the Plzeňský region, 

the number of Research and development managers and Manufacturing labourers not elsewhere classified more than doub-

led in the period. The number of positions of Mechanical engineers and Manufacturing supervisors rose by more than 33%.  

Year on year in 2016,  in the South Bohemian region, Mechanical engineers and Assemblers recorded growth of 33%  and 

31%, respectively, followed by Lifting truck operators (25%). Mechanical engineers and Production clerks added around 33%  

y-o-y in the Ústecký region. Industrial and production engineers added 28.57% in the Plzeňský region. In Central Bohemia 

and Prague, the highest recorded y-o-y increases included, respectively, Stationary plant and machine operators (16.8%) and 

Industrial and production engineers (14.63%). 
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czech workforce: report seven 

Employment and median wage by occu-

pation in Manufacturing 

Manufacturing Workforce: Median Wages, 2011-2016, Prague, Central Bohemian, South Bohemian, 

Plzeňský and Ústecký regions 

Generally, in the 2011-2016 period, median wages in the South Bohemian region experienced the highest growth among 

the five regions and occupations covered by this report, ranging from 11.64% (Mechanical engineering technicians) to 

68.84% (Manufacturing plant managers). Median wage of Manufacturing labourers not elsewhere classified in the Prague 

region doubled in the period, while Mechanical engineers have seen their median wage grow by mere 3.54%.   

Year-on-year in 2016,  median wages of Manufacturing supervisors in the South Bohemian region dropped by 59.62% and 

Manufacturing labourers not elsewhere classified recorded the greatest y-o-y median wage increase (16.75%). Assemblers in 

the Prague region saw their median wage rise by 19.5% in 2016, while median wage of Research and development managers 

fell by 3.13%. In the Central Bohemian region, median wages of Manufacturing plant managers and Manufacturing labourers 

not elsewhere classified grew by around 10% y-o-y, while Stock clerks‘ median wage fell by 1.92%. Stationary plant and ma-

chine operators recorded  the highest y-o-y wage increase in the Plzeňský region (8.12%). Manufacturing plant managers 

saw their median wage decrease (by 1.13%). Assemblers exprienced the highest (12.24%) and Industrial and production engi-

neers the lowest (-3.2%) y-o-y median wage growth in the Ústecký region. 

In the Central Bohemian region, median wage of Research and development managers recorded the highest growth in the 

2011-2016 period (32.09%). On the opposite side there are Manufacturing labourers not elsewhere classified whose median 

wage went up by  4.41%, compared with 2011. Production clerks recorded the highest median wage growth (31.14%) in the 

Plzeňský region in the period, while median wage of Mechanical engineers in 2016 were practically at their 2011 level.  In 

the Ústecký region, Manufacturing labourers not elsewhere classified and Manufacturing plant managers experienced the 

highest median wage growth (34.92% and 34.27%, respectively). Manufacturing supervisors have seen their median wage 

fall (by 1.12% , compared with 2011).   
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Manufacturing workforce in regions: Managers, Median Wage and Employment, 2011-2016 

In the 2011-2016 period, Central Bohemian region was the only region among the five regions covered by this report to 

record growth in the number of Manufacturing plant managers (22.58%). Also, Central Bohemian Manufacturing plant ma-

nagers saw their wages grow by 18% in the period.  Even higher median wage growth (+34%) was recorded in the Ústecký 

region, but unlike Central Bohemia, employment of manufacturing plant managers fell by 20%. Prague’s Manufacturing 

plant mangers have seen even greater drop in number since 2011 (-26%), accompanied by median wage decrease of almost 

10%. Research and development managers employment doubled in the Plzeňský region (accompanied by median wage 

growth of 25.3% in the period). In Central Bohemia, R&D managers grew in number by 50% and their median wage rose by 

32% since 2011.   

Year-on-year in 2016, the Prague region reported decrease in the employment of Research and development managers (-

10.62%), while in other regions, the number of the positions stagnated. Prague was also the only region among the five re-

gions where y-o-y median wage of Research and development managers recorded negative growth (-3.13%). In all other re-

gions, median wages of R&D managers grew by 0.07% (Central Bohemia) to 8.28% (South Bohemia). 
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Manufacturing workforce in regions: Professionals, Median Wage and Employment, 2011-2016 

In the 2011-2016 period,  employment of Mechanical engineers grew in the Central Bohemian (by 42%), Plzeňský and 

South Bohemian regions (33% both), while in Prague, it stagnated and in the Ústecký region it dropped by 20%. Median 

wage of Mechanical engineers rose in South Bohemian (by 28%), Central Bohemian (23.49%) and Ústecký (18.61%) regions. 

Year-on-year in 2016, employment of Industrial and production engineers grew in the Prague (14.63%), Central Bohemian 

(15.38%) and Plzeňský regions (28.57%), Their median wage decreased y-o-y in the Ústecký, Plzeňský and Prague regions. 
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Manufacturing workforce in regions: Technicians, Median Wage and Employment, 2011-2016 

In the 2011-2016 period,  employment and median wage of Mechanical engineering technicians increased in all five re-

gions, most notably in Prague (by 73%, accompanied by median wage growth of 17.6% in the period), South Bohemian 

(56.52% / 11.6% median wage growth) and Plzeňský regions (39% / 26% wage growth in the period). In the South Bohe-

mian region, Manufacturing supervisors added the most positions (an increase by 52% since 2011), followed by the Ústecký 

region (33%). Their median wage in the Ústecký region fell by 1.12%, though, unlike South Bohemia where Manufacturing 

supervisors‘ median wage rose by 26% in the period. Still, year-on-year in 2016, it was South Bohemian Manufacturing su-

pervisors who saw their median wage drop by almost 60%, while in other four region the median wage growth ranged from –

1.9% (Prague) to 7% (Ústecký region).  
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Manufacturing workforce in regions: Clerical, Median Wage and Employment, 2011-2016 

In the 2011-2016 period, where data were available, clerical workers experienced employment drop in all regions covered 

by the report, especially in Prague (-60.69% in Production clerks and –20% in Stock clerks). The only increase in the period 

(by 41%, Production clerks), was reported in Central Bohemia. Production clerks’ median wage growth in the period ranged 

from 8.19% (Prague) to 31% (Plzeňský region). 

 Year-on-year in 2016, employment of Production clerks added over 30% in the Ústecký region.  
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Manufacturing workforce in regions: Craftsmen/Repairers, Median Wage and Employment, 2011-

2016 

In the 2011-2016 period,  most positions for Metal, machinery and related trades workers were added in the Plzeňský regi-

on (an increase by 23.5% since 2011). On the opposite side, Ústecký region recorded an employment drop by 18.86% in the 

period. South Bohemian region experienced the highest median wage growth (by almost 20%) since 2011).  

Year-on-year in 2016, Metal, machinery and related trades workers experienced the highest median wage growth (by 8.15%) 

in South Bohemia; with over 13% growth in the number of the positions in the region. In the Central Bohemian region, em-

ployment of Metal, machinery and related trades workers fell by 10.39% y-o-y, while wages grew by 3.6%.  
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Manufacturing workforce in regions: Machine operators and assemblers, Median Wage and Employ-

ment, 2011-2016 

In the 2011-2016 period,  Stationary plant and machine operators recorded employment drop in the Prague (-23.68%), 

Plzeňský (-18%) and South Bohemian regions (-3.5%), unlike in the Ústecký (20.37%) and Central Bohemian (10.44%) regi-

ons. Lifting truck operators‘ employment rose sharply in most of the regions covered by the report; in Central Bohemia (by 

67%),  Ústecký region (an increase by 64%, median wage growth by 35%), Prague (47%) and South Bohemia (45.8%, median 

wage growth by 55%), and 28% in the Plzeňský region. Also, in the Plzeňský region, the employment of Manufacturing la-

bourers not elsewhere classified rose by 115% in the period. It dropped by 24% in Central Bohemia and 15% in Prague 

(median wage growth by 103% there) since 2011. 

Year-on-year in 2016, Assemblers recorded the highest median wage growth (19.5%) in Prague, Manufacturing labourers 

not elsewhere classified in South Bohemia (16.75%), Lifting truck operators in the Ústecký region (8.91%), and Stationary 

plant and machine operators in the Plzeňský region (8.12%). Stationary plant and machine operators experienced the high-

est y-o-y increase in number in Central Bohemia (by 16%), while Assemblers and Lifting truck operators’ employment rose 

the most in South Bohemia (31% and 25%, respectively). Manufacturing labourers not elsewhere classified added the most 

positions in the Ústecký region (+11% y-o-y). 
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